Deal Drivers:
Italy, Spain & Portugal
A spotlight on mergers and
acquisitions trends in 2020

Normalcy returns, but M&A in Italy,
Spain & Portugal faces long recovery

The second quarter of 2020 looks certain to record an even
more marked slowdown. There were just 29 new transactions
announced in April and only five in May, down from 95 and 108
deals respectively in the same months of last year. In value
terms, activity in April fell by 53%.

Italy, Spain & Portugal M&A activity,
2017-Q1 2020

With much of Italy, Spain and Portugal locked down since early
March, pursuing M&A activity has been challenging on both
strategic and practical levels. And while the three countries are
now beginning to ease lockdown restrictions, the economic
fallout of the crisis continues to be severe.
In Italy, the central bank estimates that the economy shrank
5.3% during the first quarter of the year, the worst performance
since records began in 1996. The economy of Spain, meanwhile,
has slipped into deflation, with prices down by 0.9% in May. Nor
has Portugal, which has suffered fewer COVID-19 cases and
deaths, escaped the economic impacts of the crisis – the IMF
has projected that Portugal’s GDP will contract by 8% this year.
Some sectors have inevitably weathered the storm better than
others – and this is reflected in the M&A data. Financial services,
business services, technology, media and telecoms (TMT), and
energy, mining and utilities (EMU) are all less directly exposed
to the pandemic, and transactions have been more resilient,
particularly in value terms. The industrials and chemicals sector,
which is also less obviously impacted by COVID-19, recorded 58
deals during the first quarter, more than any other sector.
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Value figures were more robust, with a total of €15.3bn in deal
activity struck in Q1, compared to €15.2bn the year before. But
that figure was significantly boosted by a single deal, the almost
€5bn proposed tie-up between Italy’s Intesa Sanpaolo and UBI
Banca banking groups. Moreover, M&A in the first quarter of
2019 was itself relatively weak, recording the lowest quarterly
value in the past three years.

Downturns ahead

Deal volume

M&A activity in Southern Europe’s main M&A regions – Italy,
Spain and Portugal – has been rocked by the COVID-19
pandemic that hit the region harder and earlier than the rest of
Europe. Italy and Spain – among the worst-affected countries –
had just 212 M&A transactions during the first quarter of 2020 in
the region. This represents a 14% decline compared to the same
period of last year.
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PE pullback

PE firms have withdrawn from the M&A markets in the
region even more decisively than other dealmakers in recent
months. The sector was involved in just 51 transactions in
Italy, Spain and Portugal during the first quarter of 2020, 24%
down on last year. Meanwhile buyout firms recorded only 11
deals in April and May.
Value fell even more sharply, down 43% in the first quarter
to €3.2bn, with only two PE deals worth more than €200m:
Bain Capital’s €1.6bn swoop for Italy’s Engineering
Ingegneria Informatica and Cellnex Telecom’s €800m
purchase of Portuguese telco infrastructure firm OMTEL from
a consortium which included Altice Europe, Morgan Stanley
Infrastructure and Horizon Equity Partners.

The question now is how long this private equity lull will
endure. Many firms will be feeling reluctant to go ahead with
planned exits while COVID-19 uncertainty persists, since this
is likely to depress valuations. On the other hand, PE firms are
in a strong position to exploit pricing opportunities. Not only
are they still sitting on record amounts of dry powder but they
may face less competition from trade buyers still hamstrung
by the crisis.
The experience of the global financial crisis a decade ago,
when PE’s share of the deal market in the US and Europe
roughly halved, may therefore be the wrong precedent.
The pandemic is a real economic crisis, rather than a systemic
failure of the financial system, and buyout firms remain in a
strong position to return to the deal table more quickly as
conditions start to normalize.

Italy, Spain & Portugal top sectors by value I Q1 2020
EUR (m)

Financial Services
Energy, Mining & Utilities
Business Services
TMT
Consumer

7,508
2,179
1,697
1,398
552

Italy, Spain & Portugal top sectors by volume I Q1 2020
Deal count

Industrials & Chemicals
Consumer
Business Services
TMT
Energy, Mining & Utilities

58
32
23
21
17

Italy, Spain & Portugal top bidders by value I Q1 2020
EUR (m)

Spain
Germany
Portugal
France
Switzerland

1,634
1,100
1,012
972
780

Italy, Spain & Portugal top bidders by volume I Q1 2020
Deal count

Spain
United Kingdom
France
USA
Portugal

51
17
9
6
5
3

An uncertain future

Even before the pandemic struck, many European economies
faced geopolitical headwinds such as trade tensions between
the US and China and Brexit. Pre-COVID-19, the International
Monetary Fund expected the eurozone to post growth of just
1.3% in 2020, well below previous years; now it is predicting a
contraction of 7.5%.
In particular, Italy, the region’s largest economy, has faced a
stagnating economy since 2018. Its real GDP grew at only 0.3%
over 2019, the lowest annual growth rate in the eurozone that
year, according to the IMF. Moreover, the country has high levels
of government debt – the debt-to-GDP ratio was 134.8% in 2018,
according to the EC, which is only expected to further increase as
a result of the pandemic and subsequent economic crisis.
The uncertainties of a pandemic make meaningful assessments
of the future economic prospects for Southern Europe – and
therefore M&A activity – hard to predict. Although the rate of
new cases of the disease in Spain and Italy has dramatically
reduced, economic recovery is expected to be slow, particularly
as Southern European countries are heavily dependent on
international tourism, which is still highly restricted.
This hardly provides an encouraging landscape in which
to do deals but certain sectors could flourish in a postCOVID environment.

In the pharmaceuticals industry, for example,
the race to develop treatments and vaccines
for the virus is heating up. The industry was
one of the few to see deal activity during
May, in the form of Netherlands-based Medis
Medical Imaging Systems’ purchase of the
Italian medtech firm Advanced Medical
Imaging Development.
Similarly, in the technology sector, the search for new ways to
live and work – everything from remote office tools to digital
health solutions – should support renewed enthusiasm as
dealmakers begin to return to the market.

Italy, Spain & Portugal top deals, Q1 2020

1
The hostile
bid by Intesa
Sanpaolo for its
rival UBI Banca
would create
the seventhlargest bank in
the eurozone,
though Intesa
will have to
make significant
disposals
to satisfy
competition law.

€4.8bn

2
Bain Capital’s
purchase of
Apax Partners’
stake in
Engineering
Ingegneria
Informatica
give it joint
control with
fellow private
equity firm
Neuberger
Berger of one of
Italy’s leading
technology
companies.

€1.6bn

3
Siemens,
the German
conglomerate,
is buying the 8%
stake held by
Spanish energy
giant Iberdrola
in Siemens
Gamesa
Renewable
Energy, which
operates
renewable
power plants in
Spain.

€1.1bn
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Sector Watch:
Financial services
The financial services sector in Italy, Portugal and Spain
recorded €7.5bn worth of M&A activity during the first quarter
of 2020, a more than tenfold increase on the same period last
year. However, the number of transactions barely changed, up
to 14 this year from 12 in Q1 2019.

Italy, Spain & Portugal
M&A activity, 2017-Q1 2020
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Deal volume

That contrast reflects the domination of a single deal in the 2020
data: Intesa Sanpaolo’s takeover of rival Italian bank UBI Banca
accounts for almost €6bn of total first-quarter deal value. That
figure includes the €4.8bn Intesa plans to pay for UBI itself, plus
a further €1bn it will raise from the sale of hundreds of branches
to BPER Banca in a move ordered by the competition authorities.
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However, it’s not yet certain that either deal will complete.
Intesa is still battling to convince financial regulators that
it should be allowed to buy UBI – and the target’s own
shareholders have not ratified the takeover. Were it to collapse,
the branch sale would likely be pulled.
On paper, the transaction makes sense to both parties –
and could presage further M&A activity in Southern European
banking. Analysts have long predicted a wave of consolidation
in Italy’s regional banking sector, which the tie-up could
finally kickstart.

Looking beyond banking, the third-biggest Q1
deal in Italy, Spain and Portugal’s financial
services would also have been sizeable
enough, on its own, for the sector to post an
increase in deal values compared to 2019.
Spain’s Caser Seguros announced last year that it would sell a
60% stake in the company, which has built a strong reputation
in the bancassurance sector, selling life, health and motor
insurance products through the regional banking network.
With a variety of suitors vying for the company, Caser settled
in January for a €780m bid from Helvetia, one of Switzerland’s
leading insurers.

Optimistic outlook?

Despite the strong start to the year, M&A inevitably slowed
during April and May. Nonetheless, a few deals have been
announced, led by Germany’s Allianz’s €377m purchase of
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, an insurance joint venture in
Spain.
As to future activity, the sector appears better-placed than
many other industries. In banking, the prolonged and painful
fallout from the global financial crisis a decade ago has
left even smaller banks with significantly stronger capital
reserves than in the past. This should provide a safety net
even if the current crisis leads to a surge in defaults and
debt restructurings. Banks could therefore be free to pursue
further consolidation. In insurance, meanwhile, the need
to pursue new distribution strategies, as well as to make
significant investments in cutting-edge technology, is also
driving consolidation.
Similar themes apply throughout financial services, including
in fund management, financial advice and other sub-sectors.
As businesses rush to embrace digital technologies, many are
pursuing new partnerships, taking stakes in fintech businesses
able to supply the intellectual property required, or buying such
businesses outright.

Italy, Spain & Portugal top
financial services deals, Q1 2020

1
The hostile
bid by Intesa
Sanpaolo for its
rival UBI Banca
would create
the seventhlargest bank in
the eurozone,
though the deal
still requires
approval
from both the
regulatory
authorities
and UBI’s
shareholders.

€4.8bn

2

3

Italian bank
BPER Banca
is set to
Swiss insurer
buy several
Helvetia won a
hundred
hotly contested
branches
battle to acquire
from Intesa
Madrid-based
Sanpaolo as Copy
Caser
to fillSeguros,
the latter seeks space
a leading player
to satisfy
in the Spanish
competition
£8888.88
insurance
regulators in
market,
the wake of the
following an
UBI deal.
auction process
launched by
€1.015bn Caser last year.

€780m

Polarization is also a continuing theme, with firms anxious to
avoid being caught in the middle of the market – too small to
compete on the global playing field, but too large and unwieldy
to focus on niche areas of specialism. Further consolidation is
therefore inevitable.
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For a full version of the Mergermarket M&A deal database inclusion and
league table criteria, go to: www.mergermarket.com/pdf/deal_criteria.pdf
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